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1. Introduction
The DIGITAL TEACHING AND LEARNING DATA BANK (IO2) for disadvantaged Senior Citizens has been
developed based on the current scene in each partner country, as well as on the identification of the
Adult Learning opportunities and the e-services The exact digital needs of Senior Citizens have been
identified in the survey (IO1) and have been also taken into account for the development of IO2.
IO2 will be used as the basis for the digital up-skilling learning programme for seniors aiming to equip
them with the basic digital skills to be able to be socially included, to re-entre employment and
communicate across Europe using various options provided on PCs, tablets and smart phones (i.e. email,
internet, social media- FB, communication platforms- Skype, Viber, WhatsApp etc.).
Thus, seniors’ profiles and specific needs (abilities, requirements to describe the seniors' mental, physical,
social, psychological status) have been reviewed and analysed to support the creation of the Digital
Guides.

2. Reader Expectation
In the Intellectual Output 2 Report the reader can expect to find the following:
 The main aims of the current Intellectual Output
 A summary of the Survey Results from Intellectual Output 1
 The Part A of Intellectual Output 2 which presents principles and guidelines for designing Guidebooks
and e-learning material in relation to the needs of seniors’ citizens
 The Part B of Intellectual Output 2 which presents The Digital Competence Framework for Active
Aging:
o Methodology
o Tree Structure
o Module’s description
o Table of Framework
 Next Steps: IO3 - On-line assessment tool and procedures for self-audit skills and external evaluation
in close link with the Open Badges.
 Appendix A which presents the checklist for the course creator and adult educator concerning the
development of teaching material as part of IO2
 Appendix B which presents the checklist for the adult educator to be used during training (IO5)
 Appendix C which presents the Set of Guidelines for teaching material content as part of IO2

3. Aims and objectives of IO2
The main aims and objectives of IO2 are:
 To identify the digital skills that will be targeted based on the results of the survey from IO1.
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 To define benchmarks and indicators to create the ‘Digital Competence Framework for Active Aging’
which seniors’ learning will be monitored and where the SENIORS’ GO DIGITAL Programme will be
based on (IO6).
 To analyse both benchmarks and indicators for the curriculum, syllabus and learning units to cover the
aspects of digital literacy.
 To identify the framework and e-tools for creating the e-learning modules based on Digital Guides.
 To design and produce the needs and requirements of ‘Visual Digital Step By Step Guides’ to be given
to seniors in order to apply their digital skills in daily life.
 To identify the most important services that seniors need from the public and private sector (banks,
councils, etc.) to help them to use them.
 To design, develop pilot-test and produce of the ‘Visual Guide Books for e-access, e-participation and
e-governance’.

4. Survey Results from IO1
This section will include some brief comments related to the results of survey conducted in IO1 mainly in
relation to the seniors’ digital needs, on which the ‘Digital Competence Framework for Active Aging’ will
be based on.

Active ageing and seniors in the digital era: Eu and national perspective
The partners are active in countries with very different opportunities and systems. The Ranking of 28 EU
Member States on the basis of the 2014 overall AAI shows the overall scale of differences. In this ranking
we find Sweden on the top and Greece at the bottom of the scale. At first glance it can be hard to see the
similarities and needs for a common up-skilling program. However, the high level of digitalisation in
public institutions and immigration of low-skilled seniors create similar knowledge gaps. This highlights
the need for the one stop support centres as an opportunity through education and support, for lowskilled seniors to become more active in society.
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Adult learning opportunities: EU and National level (emphasis on digital literacy)
The education scene in the partner countries differ as much as the ranking in the Active Ageing Index.
Bulgaria has begun an ambitious journey towards a more digitized public sector. At the end of 2016, the
Bulgarian e-Government Agency was established with a goal to combine all government efforts in
implementing the proper IT infrastructure for digital public services. By 2022, Bulgaria’s public
administration is expected to be fully digitally transformed, according to the State e-Government Agency.
Therefore, it is exigent not only to further develop ICT and IT curricula in schools, but also to train the
elderly, who have fewer and fewer opportunities for upskilling in the field of IT, to go digital.
In Cyprus there is a great need to develop lifelong learning programs for the vulnerable group of
individuals such as the elderly, refugees, prisoners as well as socially and geographically isolated
individuals. The proposed actions to strengthen the basic skills of young people and adults in Cyprus are:
A. The Reformed European Agenda for Adult Education 2014-2020 which includes: Implementing
lifelong learning and mobility; improving the quality and effectiveness of education and training;
Promoting equity, social cohesion and active citizenship through adult education; Reinforcing
creativity and innovation for adults and their educational environment; improving the knowledge base
for adult education and its monitoring. This strategy aims to support activities that encourage the
participation of adults with low skills and qualifications in learning, increase the impact of learning and
help develop adults’ basic skills.
B. Lifelong learning as an opportunity to enhance basic skills which includes: Identifying educational
needs; linking the provided programs to the needs of the labour market; Encouraging adults to
participate in lifelong learning services; Removal of any barriers for accessing and participating in
lifelong learning.
In Greece, there is no official national policy for Senior Citizens Education. Nevertheless, many of the
programs that are organized by the various Life Long L earning service providers concern seniors. Both
the “Ministry of Education, Research and Religious Affairs” and the “General Secretariat for Lifelong
Learning” recognize the need to provide educational activities for people aged 55 and above. Through
such activities the older adult population and seniors will gain the sense of participation in society as
active members that have in no way lost the ability to learn, process new information and develop new
skills and constantly develop through them. Within the framework of the principles of equal
opportunities and non-discrimination on the grounds of race or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability,
gender and age, the training programs provided through the LLL Centers must be addressed to all,
including seniors
The Italian Digital Agenda was established by the Italian Government in 2012. This is a good initiative for
seniors, since Italy has low participation of adult population in LLL. For example, in the group of older
adults (55-64) participation in LLL-activities reached only 2.4% in 2011. Italy has also just recently defined
a strategy for implementation of the Adult Learning Agenda. The use of different online services is usually
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less than half the average value found within the European Union and, consequently, very far from the
European targets set for 2015. An example is the level of Italian citizens who used e-government services,
which was about 21% compared to 42% in the European average. The level is similar for Italians who
completed online Public Administration forms, with just over 10% compared to 21% as a European
average.
In Sweden, it seems that most (80%) of Swedish seniors use the Internet at least once a week. Sweden
also ranks the highest in the Active Ageing Index. Due to the high number of online e-services which in
many cases are primarily accessible online, Swedish citizens tend to “get used” to the digital part of
citizenship. On the other hand, a significant number of immigrants have problems to participate in active
citizenship due to a combination of low levels of language skills in their new language (Swedish), low
general ICT-skills and low education levels from their home countries. As a balance to this, Swedish adult
education is a right without tuition fees for all Swedish Citizens. The National Board of Education has also
revised the Curricula, with a strong focus on digital competencies in several courses. This is a requirement
for integration in the Swedish society, following the trend in which more and more face to face services
are shut down, being replaced by online services.
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Needs of seniors in the partner countries
Bulgaria
51 persons participated in the survey, of which 41 (80.1%) are females. According to the survey 60 % of
all participants are retired, 36 % are still
working and just 2% (2 participants) of all are
self-employed or unemployed. Most of them,
apart from Bulgarian, also speak Russian,
English and Greek. 60.8 % had completed
Secondary school, 9.8% Vocational school,
and 3.9% Primary school. 29.5% of all
participants are specialised in the field of
finance, 29.5% in manual work and 22.7% in
services.
Most of the participants have access to their
own computer (58.8%) and 49% have their
own mobile phone, while 15% (8 participants)
have no access to any technology.
Participants mainly use their cell phones for
texting (86.7%), taking photos (86.7%),
playing games or other activities (66.7%).
Participants use their computers for social
media (Facebook, Skype and Viber), YouTube,
sending emails, while 35,3% have no
accounts. 23.5% claim they don’t know how
to access the Internet at all, and 62% claim
they don´t know how to access online
services.
Regarding Information and data literacy
many participants do not know how to filter
online information (27.5%), and how to store/
send/ receive online information (31.4%).
31.4% can’t print/scan documents, 33.3% do
not know how to complete online forms, 51%
don’t know how to do online banking, 39.2%
can’t check their health insurance online.
In the area of Digital content creation, most
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of the participants do not know how to download/upload documents (39.2%), to create/delete/rename
folders (37.3%), and to work with Microsoft Office. Seniors lack skills in Microsoft Word (35.3%),
Microsoft Excel (50%) and Microsoft PowerPoint (54.9%).
Furthermore, 39.2% of all participants experience difficulties in online shopping, 58.8% in creating videos
and 72% in creating websites. Finally, 70.6% lack skills in designing logos and 70% of the participants’
answer that they don’t have basic programming skills.
When it comes to Communication and Collaboration many of the participants don´t know how to work
with social media (35.3%). Even though most of the participants are familiar with the social media there
seem to be skills lacking. For example, 29.4 % don’t know how to share media online, 29.4% don’t know
how to chat with friends, 36.7% don’t know how to add/remove friends and 29.4% can’t use digital
devices for a phone or video call.
Safety also seems to be a problem for seniors in Bulgaria. 39.2% of the participants do not know how to
create strong and unique password and 47.1% don’t know how to shop safety online. 33.3% also claim
that they don’t know how to surf securely online and 43.1% don’t know how recognize harmful spam
emails.
Problem Solving has a huge potential in making the seniors more digitally active. In this area 39.2% of the
participants are not able to find help for problem solving and troubleshooting, 42.1% don’t know how to
download and use apps. Also, almost half of the participants have difficulties in choosing the most
appropriate technologies to solve problems (49%) and knowing how a computer or digital device is built
(51%).
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Cyprus
A total number of 55 participants took part in the Greek Survey for “Seniors Go Digital”, 22 males and 33
females. All were Greek and currently living
in Greece. 62% of the participants have
completed college or university, 20% have
completed secondary school, 13% have
received vocational education and 5% have
completed primary education. It is important
to mention that there were no participants
that didn’t have any school background.
Participants’ occupational status varied
between retired, unemployed, employed
and self-employed. Therefore, results
present a mix of opinions which however
focus more on employees and retired
citizens over 55 y.o.
All participants from Greece have access to
digital devices, mostly mobile phones or
computers. Those who have access to
cellphones or computers claimed that they
are use them mostly for texting, photos,
applications (such as Facebook, Viber and
skype), video and emails.
The responses regarding Information and
Data Literacy show that almost 28% don’t
know how to check their health insurance
online, 26% don’t know how to vote online,
24% don’t know how to use online banking
and 22% don’t know how to complete online
forms. Seniors need to learn how to check
health insurance online, vote online, do
online banking, complete online forms and
how to print/scan documents.
The Digital Content Creation responses show
that almost 59% don’t have basic
programming skills, 55% don’t know how to
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create a website, 48% don’t know how to design logos or videos, 39% don’t know how to access
public/private digital devices. Needs for seniors in this area is learning how to do (basic) programming,
create a website, design a logo, create videos and to access public/private digital devices (engaging online
citizenship).The responses relating to Problem Solving show that over 50% are not able to find help in,
order to solve problem and perform trouble shooting. In addition, they also do not know how to choose
the most appropriate techniques to solve a problem
Finally, regarding Safety most of the participants From Cyprus do not know how to shop, surf securely
online and identify harmful spam emails.
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Greece
A total number of 55 participants took part
in the Greek Survey for “Seniors Go
Digital”, 22 males and 33 females. All were
Greek and currently living in Greece. 62%
of the participants have completed college
or university, 20% have completed
secondary school, 13% have received
vocational education and 5% have
completed primary education. It is
important to mention that there were no
participants that didn’t have any school
background.
Participants’ occupational status varied
between retired, unemployed, employed
and self-employed. Therefore, results
present a mix of opinions which however
focus more on employees and retired
citizens over 55 y.o.
All participants from Greece have access to
digital devices, mostly mobile phones or
computers. Those who have access to
cellphones or computers claimed that they
are use them mostly for texting, photos,
applications (such as Facebook, Viber and
skype), video and emails.
The responses regarding Information and
Data Literacy show that almost 28% don’t
know how to check their health insurance
online, 26% don’t know how to vote online,
24% don’t know how to use online banking
and 22% don’t know how to complete
online forms. Seniors need to learn how to
check health insurance online, vote online,
do online banking, complete online forms
and how to print/scan documents.
The Digital Content Creation responses
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show that almost 59% don’t have basic programming skills, 55% don’t know how to create a website,
48% don’t know how to design logos or videos, 39% don’t know how to access public/private digital
devices. Needs for seniors in this area are learning how to do (basic) programming, create a website,
design a logo, create videos and to access public/private digital devices (engaging online citizenship).
Needs seem to be smaller in the area of Communication and Collaboration with 22% not knowing how
to write comments when using a blog and 17% not knowing how to share media. But still, these seniors
need to learn how to write comments on blogs and to share media (pictures, videos, files).
Regarding Safety, almost 24% of the respondents don’t know how to create strong and unique
passwords, 20% don’t know how to identify potentially harmful emails and how to shop safely and
securely online and 17% don’t know how to surf securely online. Needs therefore include knowledge of
how to create strong and unique passwords, how to shop safely and securely online (e.g. checking
reviews), identify potentially harmful spam emails and finally surf securely online.
Answers concerning Problem Solving show that almost 36% don’t know how to choose the most
appropriate technologies to solve a problem and how a computer or other digital device is built and 20%
don’t know how to find help for solving a problem and how to download apps to mobiles or other digital
devices. Therefore, seniors need to learn how to choose the most appropriate technologies to solve a
problem and how a computer or digital device is built. Finally, they also need to be able to find help for
problem solving and trouble shooting and to download and use apps to mobile phones or other digital
devices.
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Italy
A total number of 50 participants took part
in the survey; 25 women and 25 men. 26 %
of those who participated had completed
college or university. 36 % had completed
High School and 5% had Vocational
education with no further education. Lastly,
28 % had received education in Primary
level, while only 5% had no educational
background.
The age of the participants ranges from 55
to 82 years, with most of them in the range
between 62 and 70 years. Due to the age of
the survey (over 55) most participants are
already
retired
(58%).
14%
are
unemployment, and 24% are still in
business. 30.6% of the participants have a
specialization in technical or manual
activities or in personal services. Another
significant group has experience in personal
care (24.5%).
All participants speak Italian. 50% speak
other languages well and a higher
percentage speaks other languages on a
basic level.
Participants’ occupational status varies
between retired, unemployed, employed
and self-employed, with a focus more on
retired.
82% of the participants are of Italian origin.
The other participants have varying
backgrounds.
Most of the participants have access to (and
use) mobile phones or computers. Despite
this, only a small part of them seem to be
able to manage the new technologies
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competently.
Basic needs to get started is therefore knowledge about different kinds of accounts (including e-mail)
such as Office 365, since most (almost 40) are able to use Google, You tube and e-mail, but only a few use
Skype. But still, 10 people do not have any accounts at all.
Most of the respondents, who use cell phones, are able to send text messages (92%) and take pictures
(37%), whereas only half of them are able to use social media. Only a few respondents use mobile phones
to watch videos or play games.
The responses regarding Information and Data Literacy show that over 80% do not know how to
complete forms, operate bank services, vote and check their health insurance online. Therefore, seniors
need knowledge about how to print/scan documents, complete online forms, perform online banking,
vote online and how to check their health insurance online.
In the area of Digital Content Creation, most seniors do not know how to create video, using software
tools and how to design a website and a logo. In addition, most of the participants claimed they had no
basic programming skills and they are not able to access private/public digital services.
Regarding Communication and Collaboration, over 50% of the participants are not familiar with social
media accounts. However, many respondents took refuge in a neutral response. There is a possibility that
the participants did not want to openly express their inability to find solutions to digital problems.
Despite this, a high percentage of people answered that they do not know how to make a video call or
write on a blog. General needs in Communication and Collaboration is therefore knowledge in using
social media and networks better, through sharing media, chatting and making video calls.
Responses concerning Safety show that most of the participants from Italy do not know how to create
secure password, what things they can share or not online, how to shop and surf securely online and how
identify potential harmful spam emails.
Problem Solving is also an area in which seniors need knowledge. In the survey, over 50% answer that
they are not able to find help in order to solve problems and perform trouble shooting. In addition, they
do not know how to choose the most appropriate techniques to solve a problem and none of the
respondents seem to know how a computer is made.
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Sweden
A total number of 28 participants took part in
the Swedish survey; 11 females, 15 males and 2
preferring not to say. Their background is highly
diverse regarding age, mother tongue, education
level and work experience. The common factor
for these people is that they have approximately
the same level of language skills in Swedish
(except those who are natives). Language skills in
other languages are also highly diverse, often
due to education level and country of birth. The
challenge will therefore be to find common
training material and methods.
Regarding access, all participants have access to
computers and most to their own cell phone.
The most common accounts are Office 365
(which is the system the school is using),
YouTube and Facebook. Notable about this is
that only two participants claim to have access
to e-mail. However, in Office 365 the whole
Office program suite (Word etc.), Skype and
Outlook e-mail are included. From this, the
obvious
conclusion
is
that
more
education/training is needed.
When it comes to Information and Data Literacy
the weakest points seem to be how to vote
online, how to check the health insurance online
and how to complete online forms (e.g. taxes).
These are also answers that correlate with
participants answers from other countries.
In the area of digital content creation, the
weakest points (which also correlate to answers
from other countries) are the knowledge of how
to set up a spreadsheet in Microsoft (or Mac)
Excel, how to set up a presentation in Microsoft
(or Mac) PowerPoint and how to create a
website.
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Problem solving seems to be the most common area for all participating countries especially the
knowledge of how to download and use apps to my mobile device or tablet, to choose the most
appropriate technologies (device, tool, software) to solve problems, and how a computer or digital device
is built.
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5. PART A: Seniors' Profiles as learners
This section will include principles and guidelines for designing Guidebooks and e-learning material in
relation to the needs of seniors’ citizens.
Before embarking on the development of the digital competence framework and the teaching material
for senior citizens it is considered important to analyse some essential aspects that will be used as the
guidelines for the work of the consortium. In this way the consortium will ensure quality, efficiency and
effectiveness for the design of the on-paper and on-line Guides, e-learning modules and units. These
aspects are the following:





Andragogy and its assumptions about adult learners
Considerations for e-learning
Seniors’ as learners: limitations
Practical implications and solutions

1. Andragogy
KNOWLES, one of the most known scientists on the field of Andragogy, defined it once as “the art and
science of helping adults learn, in contrast to pedagogy as the art and science of teaching children.”
(Knowles, M. S. 1980: 43). Knowles suggested that term andragogy (Greek: "man-leading") needs to be
different from the term pedagogy (Greek: "child-leading"). Andragogy can be considered as an adult
learning theory which suggests that adults have specific learning requirements and the best learning
environments include collaboration and the use of the problem-based approach. It supports the lifelong
education of adults. According to Malcolm Knowles, learners can be self-directed and autonomous. Also,
teachers can be there to promote the process of learning. It is important to present the 6 Principles of
Adult Learning:
1. Adult learning is self-directed/autonomous: adults want to be active and to make choice about their
learning process and objectives. It is necessary for adult educators to promote the process of goalsetting.
2. Adult learning utilizes knowledge & life experiences: adults are encouraged to use the past experience
and knowledge with the current learning process. It is the adult educators’ role to ensure that the
learners’ experiences are related to the new learning experiences.
3. Adult learning is goal-oriented: adult learning is characterized as goal-oriented and intended learning
outcomes should be clearly identified. Adults feel more motivated when the learning process presents
real-life situations. The learning outcomes and the learning activities need to be completed by a
specific time of period.
4. Adult learning is relevancy-oriented: in order for adults to learn, it is necessary the tasks to be related
to their own learning. If it is clear that the activities they are engaged into, directly contribute to
achieving their personal learning objectives, then they will be inspired and motivated to engage in
projects and successfully complete them.
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5. Adult learning highlights practicality: It is important for adult educators to ensure that adults are
presented with real-life situations in which the theoretical concepts learnt are applied into practice.
Learning is facilitated when appropriate ways of implementing theoretical knowledge in real life
situations are made clear.
6. Adult learning encourages collaboration: adult educators and adult learners need to collaborate.
When the learner sees the educator as equal, then the educator can be considered as a colleague.
When their contributions are acknowledged, then they are willing to put out their best work
There are three assumptions regarding adults and the learning process:
1. Adults can learn: the ability to learn extends throughout the life of the person (lifelong learning).
2. Learning is an internal process: adults are involved in the learning process. Learners and environment
are interacting and this is making learning a dynamic process. Thus, learning depends on the quality
and amount of this interaction. Therefore, learning environments should be designed rich of
“educative potency” (Knowles, M. S. 1980: 56), and they should enable the learners to inquire.
3. Superior condition of learning and principles of leaching: It is assumed, that “there are conditions of
learning that are more conducive to growth and development than others.” (Knowles, M. S. 1980: 57)
Looking at the learner’s site of these conditions, e.g. the following aspects are mentioned (p. 57-58):
a. Learners need to want to learn something new.
b. During the learning process, the learner must feel physical comfort, trust, acceptance, and
helpfulness.
c. The learning goals can be considered as an experience for learners.
d. The responsibility for the learning process and any other procedure is shared by the educator and
the learners.
e. Learners have an active role in the education process.
f. The past experience that the learners have can be used into the learning process.
g. Learners can evaluate the learning goals.

2. Didactics in e-learning
Young learners have more advantages in the learning process as they can use successfully internet and
the computer. On the other hand, seniors may experience problems as they have not used the computer
or the digital media when they were young. Research (Kiel, 2005) has shown that elderly have the same
possibilities, as the youngest, to learn with the help of technology and new media, as long as the teaching
process is comfortable and promotes reinforcement. It is important to mention some key aspects of the
e-learning environments. During the e-learning process, adult educators have the ability to use new and
innovative techniques to make learning process easier for the learners.
There are three theories that provide information regarding how learning takes place and how we can
apply the knowledge in daily life. These theories are behaviourism, cognitivism, and constructivism.
Especially, the constructivism can be related with the process of e-learning. According to Le, Weber &
Ebner (2013) there are 6 learning processes:
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 the active learning in which the participants need to be active members of the learning process and
receive feedback,
 the constructive learning in which the participants learn through the solutions that they have been
given to problems
 the self-directed learning in which the participant will be the one that will choose how the will be
educated in terms of learning content
 the pace and the social learning in which the participants cooperate with each other and exchange
knowledge.
 the emotional learning in which the participant will feel more motivated by gaining confidence in the
learning process and the situated learning in which the learning process should include realistic
situations and practical contexts.
There are some principles for learning and e-learning process that it is worthwhile to mention them
briefly. First of all, the learning process it is important to be organized and structured. It will help
participants to create knowledge schemata and the information can be easily transferred. Secondly, the
description of learning objectives should be clear, in detailed and be targeted. Thirdly, the key aspect is
the learning to be meaningful and problem-oriented. Also, adult educators should take into consideration
participants’ previous experience and to provide them with more practical applications. Likewise, during
learning process the participants should have time for reflection (with open-ended questions or starting a
conversation) and abstraction. Furthermore, practical application of theoretical knowledge and
evaluation of learning needs and achievements, it is necessary for participants to establish their
knowledge. Finally, the learning resources need to be available to the participants whenever they need
them for educational purposes and it is important to have a cooperative model of learning with the help
of discussion.
Further to the above, it is important to take into consideration Knowles (1980) 5 adult learning theory
assumptions that can be applied into e-learning:
a) Self-Concept: Create learning experiences that offer minimum instruction and maximum autonomy.
Adult e-learning courses provide learners with support and guidance, while they need to explore elearning tools and resources on their own terms.
b) Adult Learner Experience: Include a wide range of instructional design models and theories to appeal
to varied experience levels and backgrounds.
the adult learners have more variety of experience; however, they have less knowledge of using the
internet. For this reason, any creation of eLearning course must take into consideration the technical
difficulties that the participants may experience. This way the participants will feel motivated and be
more engaged.
c) Readiness to Learn: Utilize social media and online collaboration tools to tie learning to social
development
Learners may be more willing to learn something new that they will use in their own life.
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d) Orientation to Learning: emphasize how the subject matter is going to solve problems that an adult
learner regularly encounters.
In order for adults to actively engage in the e-learning process, it is important to specify how the new
information can be useful in their everyday life. They will be motivated to learn something that will solve
a particular problem.
e) Motivation to Learn: There must be a valid reason behind every eLearning course, module or
educational activity
Adult e-learners need motivation and a reason for every e-learning activity, assessment or e-learning
module that they will start. E-learning adult educators must provide information regarding the reason
that this course is being taught, why the learner needs it and what will be the outcome.
According to Knowles, the e-learners have an active role into their own e-learning experience. They have
opinions about the curriculum and the give feedback to educator in order to change the course upon
their needs and wants. Likewise, the difference between the learning and e-learning is that the learners
create projects and encourage learner to explore the subject. In this way, the learner gain experience and
new skills. Finally, adult educators must tie the course with real world benefits and applications, in order
learners to be motivated that they will use the knowledge in the real world. E-learning gives the
opportunity instead of memorizing things, to gain practical knowledge and find new skills.

3. Seniors’ as learners: their needs, characteristics and limitations
As the person grows up, physical changes appear that affect the activities he used to do or the ability to
learn new things. After some age, seniors may experience difficulties with their senses such as vision,
hearing and touch. Others may present cognitive changes without realizing it. These changes can affect
seniors to continue education as they require from adult educators to use different teaching methods
that will help them overcome those difficulties.
The most common limitations that the seniors' will encounter are:
 Vision decline
Seniors have problems focusing on near tasks and it is difficult for them to concentrate on a computer
screen. Also, they may have lost their peripheral vision and because of the reduction in the visual field, it
is difficult for them to read web pages. Likewise, seniors present difficulties with color perception and
they have reduced contrast sensitivity.
 Hearing loss
Those with hearing loss due to age-related reduction, present difficulties hearing higher-pitched sounds
and it is difficult for them to separate the noises and to listen background music.
 Motor skills diminishment
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Seniors present problems moving the mouse, to click small targets and use the keyboard especially when
the suffering from arthritis or Parkinson’s.
 Cognitive ability
The majority of seniors present different forms of cognitive decline with age. Some types are dementia,
Alzheimer’s disease, mild cognitive impairment. Also, they have difficulties concentrating, which then
lead to distraction. Their short-term memory is reduced, they have problems understanding how the
navigation design of websites works and it is difficult to complete online tasks.
 Attitude and aptitude
Some seniors may feel threaten of the new technology and knowledge. Those they have used computers
or have attended a class before may be more willing to attend new courses. Those without any
connection with a computer before, they are seeing it as something difficult and may find it that using it
has no usefulness.

4. Elimination of difficulties
In order seniors to become ‘learners’ again, it is important for adult educators to change their teaching
methods. The methods that the teacher will use need to be personalised in order to reduce any
difficulties the seniors have. We will indicate some key changes that will help seniors feel comfortable
with the teaching process.
Vision decline
 The screen needs to be large. Preferable flat-screen (17 inches).
 Users need to be able to adjust the brightness and contrast of the display. Each and every participant
has different eye conditions.
 Increase the size of the icons and font size of the text.
 Users need to have the ability to adjust the cursor blink speed and width.
 Avoid fluorescent colours in the text because age-impaired eyes are difficult to focus.
 Avoid blues and greens.
 The color we use for the text must be different from its background. Also colors used to convey
information on diagrams, maps, and other types of images must be distinguishable.
Hearing loss
 Microsoft provides users with the SoundSentry, which helps seniors with reduced vision to see system
sounds.
Motor skills diminishment
 Provide adjustable chairs to eliminate disk pressure and static muscular effort.
 Replace mouse with trackball. This will comfort them from any pain they feel and injuries they have.
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 On-screen keyboards provide an image of a standard or modified keyboard on the computer screen.
 Eye Tracking instead of using mouse and keyboard. Participants can control the computer with their
eyes. This will increase seniors’ engagement as they will eliminate their motor difficulties.
 Be able to adjust table height to prevent neck pain.
 Microsoft provides users with the StickyKeys, which helps seniors with reduced motor skills to press
they keys one at a time, for example SHIFT plus a letter to type a capital letter.
 Microsoft provides the FilterKeys to those that experience stiff fingers or tremor. This option ignores
repeated key-strokes.
 Clicking and tapping controls must be large enough for people to activate them. Small tabs that are
placed too close to each other are difficult for many people to use.
Cognitive ability
 Seniors need classes to be small and of manageable length (two hours, with a break in between)
 Due to their reduced short memory, they need lots of repetition, questions to determine the level of
retention and hands-on practice.
 Seniors need time to understand the new information, to process and to assimilate concepts.
 Avoiding overly complex sentences and jargon.
 The layout and design should be clear whereas the content should be easy to follow.
Attitude and aptitude
 Explaining the advantages of participating this course and how they can use this new knowledge in
practice.
 Match seniors with a class that will help them but not be stressful for them.
There are some elements that the adult educators should take into consideration. Specifically:
 Seniors have identified that information overload makes it difficult for them to focus on important
material. It is better the text to be to the point and specific for their concentration and memory.
 It is better not to use large blocks of bold and underlined text as it makes difficult for the seniors to
read it and to comprehend it.
 Use static menu instead of fly-out/pull down menus. Seniors with mobility limitations experience
difficulties using those types of menus.
 It is better pop-up windows to show the entire text. Otherwise, seniors will need to deal with
navigation and read the information provided the same time.
 Within the text, it is important for senior to be given previous/next links to assist navigation.
 It is easy for seniors not to have ‘double clicks’.
 The size of the text is best to be 12-14pt.
 It is best to use a Calibri font.
 Avoid text in all capitals.
 Use increased line spacing in order to help those with age-impaired vision.
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It is better the text to be written dark on light background.
Avoid horizontal scrolling.
Any links should be blue and underlined in order to be easily identified.
Provide captions for videos and images.
Ensure links change colour after visit. This will make easier to remember what they have visit.
Use short sentences and paragraphs.

5. Guidance for Adult educators and IT Teachers
1. It is important for adult educators to establish participants' reading level and readiness to learn new
things.
2. Adult educators need to treat seniors as persons with intelligence and ability to learn.
3. Speak loudly, clearly and use simple terminology.
4. Proper lighting and maintain a comfortable temperature will enhance seniors learning
5. Environmental noises need to be reduced to help those with any age-related hearing loss and the
participants who get easily distracted.
6. Before starting any course, adult educators need to make suggestions how this course will improve
their life. Seniors will be more willing to learn things that they can apply.
7. The teaching materials need to be suitable to seniors’ abilities.
8. It will be helpful for seniors to have practice times before or after each class in order to consolidate
the knowledge.
9. Teaching process needs to follow seniors' rate of absorption. Have a break when the seniors feel tired
or stressed.
10. It is better if topics are broken into small parts.
11. Provide feedback on every step.
12. Avoid examinations or challenges as this will create stress for seniors.
13. Change computer terminology in terms that make sense to seniors such as instruct seniors
pictures rather than the icon.

to locate the

14. Encourage seniors to ask questions. This will improve the teaching process and will make seniors to feel
comfortable.
15. Older adults prefer and learn better when presented with single-theory courses

Refer to APPENDICES:
 Appendix A presents a checklist for the Course Creator and the Educator concerning the Teaching
Material and equipment used
 Appendix B presents a checklist for the educator concerning the training
 Appendix C presents the Set of Guidelines for teaching material content
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6. PART B: Digital Competence Framework for Active Aging
In this section the methodology adopted for the development of the ‘Digital Competence Framework for
Active Aging’ will be analysed, a clarification of terms will be given and the framework of the 5 most
needed digital skills/competences will be analysed by the partners. Each partner will analyse one type of
competences (i.e. Information and Data Literacy, Communication and Collaboration, etc.) as identified in
the survey. The analysis will include: framework, teaching material, assessment methods. Please see
below a brief explanation of the methodology to be adopted here.

Methodology-Framework Description
The proposed Framework was based on the requirements of the project and the 3 following aspects:
1. Intellectual Output 1: the analysis of questionnaires distributed to seniors for Intellectual Output 1 and
the identification of their digital needs.
2. DIGCOMP 2.1 : A framework for Developing and Understanding Digital Competence in Europe (Table
1)
3. Expertise/experience and knowledge of the consortium in the area
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Table 1: DIGCOMP 2. 1 Digital Competences Modules

Competences
Explanation
Information and data Browsing, searching and filtering data, information and digital content
literacy
Evaluating data, information and digital content
Managing data, information and digital content

Communication
collaboration

Digital
creation

and Interacting through digital technologies
Sharing through digital technologies
Engaging in citizenship through digital technologies
Collaborating through digital technologies
Netiquette
Managing digital identity

content Developing digital content
Integrating and re-elaborating digital content
Copyright and licenses
Programming
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SeniorsGoDigital Modules
MODULE 1:
Information and data literacy
Examples:
 Data
 Internet
 e-Services/e-Governance
MODULE 2:
Communication and collaboration
Examples:
 Social media Platforms (e.g.
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp,
Viber, Skype)
 Communication
 Online Citizenship
MODULE 3:
Digital content creation
Examples:
 MS Office (e.g. Word)
 Email
 Design of website, logo.
Picture/video creation

Project Ref: 2017-1-SE01-KA204-034538

Safety

Protecting devices
Protecting personal data and privacy
Protecting health and well-being
Protecting the environment

Problem solving

Solving technical problems
Identifying needs and technological responses
Creatively using digital technologies
Identifying digital competence gaps
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MODULE 4:
Internet
Examples:
 Personal Security
 Risks
 Social Media security
MODULE 5:
Problem solving
Examples:
 Computer hardware
 Network
 IT Support
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The ‘Digital Competence Framework for Active Aging’ of SeniorsGoDigital is divided into broad sections,
called “MODULES” (i.e. Information and Data Literacy, Communication & Collaboration, Safety etc.). Each
Module covers a specific set of knowledge/skills/competences/attitudes to be acquired by the seniors.
Each MODULE comprises of several aspects (TOPICS) which are analysed in more detail in order to the
framework of each Digital Competence to be fully explained.
In order to ensure consistency and compatibility between the above Digital Competences, as well as
compliance with the European Recommendations as presented in the DIGCOMP Framework, it is
proposed to combine the 5 categories used in the DIGCOMP together with the categories used in the
SeniorsGoDigital survey which introduced more practical perspective in the digital acquisition of seniors.
Table 1 shows the 5 Digital Competences, as presented in the DIGCOMP Framework and the analysis of
each area is given below the table.
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‘Digital Competence Framework for Active Aging’– Tree Structure

**The tree structure will be given separately (SeniorsGoDIgital_IO2_Tree Structure.xxls)
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Component 1: Module Title – the name of the Competence
Component 2: Main Objective– which provides the overall objective of what the ICT trainer aim to achieve
Component 3: Topics which refer to the specific chapters that the ICT trainer aims to teach
Component 4: Learning Outcomes – which indicate the specific skills that the senior will be able to do, learn or know (i.e. understand what email is, etc.).
In the next page an example is given for ‘Digital Competence Framework for Active Aging’– Staying Safe Online
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Module 1: Information and Data Literacy
General Description:
This module aims to educate low digitally skilled seniors about how to find and filter online data. It also provides
information on how to store and organize selected information and data. The module provides training in skills
like evaluation the reliability of online data, choosing proper storage devices and online storage cloud services.
Additionally, skills like using and organizing information in chosen devices and services will be developed. It is
important to combine the ability to search and find data with the skill of how organize it, to be able to use (and
reuse) data when needed. Through the use of more correct, reliable and accessible online data, seniors will
become more efficient at work and be able to participate more in online citizenship.

Main objective:
Main objective: This module provides information on different aspects of how to find and filter online data and
evaluate the reliability of the data. It also provides information on how to store and organize information data in
personal devices or cloud services.

Topic 1: Find and Filter Online Data
In this topic the seniors will be introduced to different types of online search engines such as Google, Bing and
Yahoo. They will also be introduced to basic principles regarding how to use keywords and reliable resources.

Topic 2: Data management
This topic aims to teach low digital skilled seniors how to store and organize information data in personal
devices or cloud services. General principles are coupled with examples from the most common cloud services,
such as Google Drive, One Drive and Drop Box.
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Module 1: Information and Data Literacy
Main objective: This module provides information on different aspects of how to find and filter online data
and evaluate the reliability of the data. It also provides information on how to store and organize
information data in personal devices or cloud services.
Topics:
1. Find and Filter Online Data

2. Data management

Learning Outcomes:
1.1 Knowledge of which search engines are the most common.
1.2 Ability to choose and set a primary search engine.
1.2 Understand how search engines generally work.
1.3 Skills in refining web searches.
1.4 Knowledge of the basic meaning of source criticism / information
evaluation.
1.5 Skills in evaluating the validity and relevance of online
information and data.
2.1 Knowledge of different storage devices and online cloud
services.
2.2 Ability to choose appropriate storage devices and online cloud
services.
2.3 Skills in setting up an individual organizational system in chosen
storage devices and online cloud services.
2.4 Skills in using the individual organizational system, based on the
principles of files, data and information being
 Easy to File
 Easy to Find



Reusable
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Module 2: Communication and Collaboration
General Description: This module aims to introduce low skilled seniors to the social media and how to
work with it in order to have an active social life. Basic skills on how to communicate via different social
media will be gained. In addition, knowledge about the social media security will be given; it will be
defined terms like online citizenship, accounts, email, and cyber bullying.
Social networks are one of the fastest growing industries in the world. This Industry have many
benefits for seniors and a potential for ones feeling isolated and alone. By using social media they can
stay connected with their friends and family, to share interests with others, to find a new hobby or to
develop the one they have. this training will teach low skilled seniors how to work with social media in
order to be more independent and to have an active social life. Using Internet and social media in
particular is an important way for seniors to exercise their mind.
Main objective: The module provides information about social media and how to work with it. Basic
information about online citizenship and social media security will also be included/ introduced.
Topic 1: Introduction to social media
During the first part of the training module the low skilled seniors will learn what is social media and how to
work with it. They will go through the process of creating their own accounts of different social medias. Also,
seniors will be taught how to communicate using different accounts and will gain basic knowledge of how to
create their email address and how to work with an electronic mail.

Topic 2: Online citizenship
This topic aims to help low skilled seniors to get familiar with the term “online citizenship”. Additionally, they
will learn how to recognize the inappropriate online behaviour and how to handle such situation. Seniors will
gain knowledge about what information they can share online. During the training all participants will learn how
to protect their personal data when using social media.
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Module 2: Communication and Collaboration
Main objective:
The module provides information about social media and how to work with it. Basic information about
online citizenship and social media security will also be included/ introduced..
Topics:
Learning Outcomes:
1. Introduction to social media

1.1 What is email
Creating an email account in Gmail
Email interface
Sending an email
1.2 Introduction to Facebook
Creating a Facebook account
Facebook profile
Friending on Facebook
Sending a message on Facebook
Video calling
Creating post
Creating pages and groups
Events
1.3 Introduction to Skype
Creating an account
Skype interface
Update your profile
Adding contacts on Skype
Sending messages on Skype
Making voice and video calls

2. Online citizenship

1.4 Introduction to Viber
Creating an account
Adding contact to Viber
Sending messages on Viber
Message screen components
Making voice and video calls on Viber
2.1 Basic terminology – introduction to online citizenship
2.2 Inappropriate online behavior and how to deal with it
How to deal with inappropriate online behavior
2.3 Sharing information – what not to post online
2.4 Social media security
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Module 3: Digital Content Creation
General Description: The purpose of this module is to provide the seniors the basic knowledge of the
use of the most used software that are part of Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) and to
manage pictures and videos, organizing into folder and editing files for basic modifications using simple
software like MS Paint.
These software are useful both for professional use and for personal use, this module will give
competences about how to create documents like composing a greeting card, calculate and plot charts
about home expenses and create a presentation with family pictures and music.
Main objective: This module focuses on digital representation of common concepts, like written
documents, charts and pictures. Learners will learn how to create and manage the most common
document formats.
Topic 1: MS Office
In the first part of this module the learners will learn how to use common programs like MS Word and
MS Excel. The learners will be familiar with the management of digital documents and what the
meaning is of create, edit and save a digital document.
Topic 2: Picture and video
In the second part of this module the learners will learn how to manage digital pictures and videos,
how to organize the using folders and file names. They also will learn how to make simple changes to
images and how to create simple videos.
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Module 3: Digital Content Creation
Main objective:

This module focuses on digital representation of common concepts, like written documents, charts and
pictures. Learners will learn how to create and manage the most common document formats.
Topics:

Learning Outcomes:

1. MS Office

1.1 Write and format a structured document using MS Word
1.2 Create simple formulas and charts using MS Excel
1.3 Create basic presentations using MS PowerPoint
2.1 Create photo albums
2.2 Crop, resize and rotate images
2.3 Create a video from pictures
2.4 Add music to a mute video
2.5 Cut and merge videos

2. Picture and video
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Module 4: Online Safety
General Description:
This module aims to educate low digital skilled seniors about the basic Internet safety, the importance
of information and its protection as well as on important principles on retention and data privacy and
threats on personal security. Additionally, essential skills like using passwords, using firewalls and
wireless networks will be developed. It is important to know what cybercrime and malware is and how
to protect computers, networks and personal information from it. In addition, terms like digital
signature and email encryption will be defined and some technical experience will be gained. Safe
browsing of the internet through secure browsers and identifying ordinary and wireless security types
will be imparted as well as further communication security issues related to the use of email and social
networks. The module aims at supporting low digital skilled seniors to develop awareness about the
dangers of thoughtless use of the Internet and social media websites.
Main objective:
Main objective: This module provides information on different aspects of online safety with regard to
risks, threats and measures for data protection and secure online communication.
Topic 1: Basic Internet Concepts/Terms
At this topic the seniors will be introduced to basic definitions and terms with regard to internet,
connections, threats and attacks as well as online social networking sites.
Topic 2: Risks
This topic aims to teach low digital skilled seniors about threats to data and information.
Topic 3: Measures
This topic aims to teach low digital skilled seniors how to protect data and information. Special
emphasis will be given to protection methods for surfing and shopping online.
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Module 4: Online Safety
Main objective:
This module provides information on different aspects of safety with regard to risks, threats and measures
for data protection and secure online communication.
Topics:
1. Basic Internet Concepts/Terms

2. Risks

3. Measures

Learning Outcomes:
1.1 Internet, WWW, ISP, Web browser, Search engine
1.2 Wired and Wireless Network
1.3 Threat and Attack Definition and related terms
 Cybercrime
 Malware
 Http/s
1.4 Online social networking sites
2.1 Threats to Software
2.2 Threats to Data/Information
 Types of Cybercrime: Phishing
 Types of Malware
 Dangers of Online social networking sites
 Dangers of surfing and shopping online
 Financial loss
3.1 Physically protect a computer
3.2 Using an updated Operating System
3.3 Setting up strong passwords
3.4 Using of an updated Antimalware software
3.5 Regular Backing up of data
3.6 Using Encryption and Digital Signatures
3.7 Using Firewalls
3.8 Applying privacy settings on online social networking sites
3.9 Surfing and shopping securely
3.10 Awareness of the present world security
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Module 5: Problem Solving
General Description: This module aims to educate seniors on how to use computers and peripheral
devices and also how to solve computer related problems. More specifically, and bearing in mind that
this project addresses digitally low-skilled seniors, this module aims to help seniors to get started with
computers. In this context, seniors will learn how to operate a computer and how to work with the
Windows Operating System (basic knowledge). Moreover, they will be taught how to connect to the
Internet and how to use web browsers. During this module, seniors will also learn how to use other
computer peripherals, like printers, scanners, external disks, web cameras, speakers and headphones,
as well as other devices like tablets and smartphones. Additionally, they will have the opportunity to
get acquainted with basic computer problem-solving tips and techniques. Finally, they will be informed
about some basic computer problems that may occur and simple suggested solutions.
Main objective:
The main objective of this module is to support digitally low-skilled senior citizens to start their
computer training by providing information on usage of computers and related devices. Information
about computer related problem-solving will also be included.
Topic 1: Basic Hardware, Software and Connection
This topic aims to help seniors to start using computers. Seniors will be taught how to operate personal
computers and laptops. In the case of personal computers, seniors will be guided to connect keyboards
and mousepads, as necessary peripherals, in order to get started. Once seniors learn how to operate a
computer, they will be acquainted with the Windows Operating System and learn basic Windows
commands. They will also be taught how to connect to the Internet, using WIFI or Ethernet and how to
start using a web browser. Additionally, they will learn how to use other peripheral devices like
printers, scanners, external disks, web cameras, speakers and headphones. Finally, seniors will get
informed about other devices, such as tablets and smartphones.
Topic 2: Solving Computer Related Problems
This topic aims to help seniors solve common computer related problems. At first seniors will learn
some basic problem solving tips and techniques, that they may need while using computers. Finally, a
list of most common computer related problems and simple suggested solutions will be presented.
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Module 5: Problem Solving
Main objective:

The main objective of this module is to provide information on the usage of computers and related
devices. Information about computer related problem-solving will also be included.
Topics:

Learning Outcomes:

1. Basic Hardware, Software and
Connection

1.1 Get started with computers
Learn how to operate a computer (basic hardware and software)
1.2 Go online
Learn how to connect to the Internet using WIFI or Ethernet
Learn about antivirus (basic with reference to Safety Module)
Learn how to use a web browser (basic with reference to
Information and Data Literacy Module)
1.3 Use peripherals
Learn how to use a printer
Learn how to use a scanner
Learn how to use an external disk
Learn how to use a web camera
Learn how to use speakers/headphones
1.4 Other devices
Learn how to use a tablet
Learn how to use a smartphone

2. Solving Computer Related
Problems

2.1 Problem Solving in Computers
Learn basic problem solving tips and techniques
2.2 Most common computer related problems with suggested
simple solutions
Learn some simple solutions to common computer problems such as
 Power button not starting the computer
 Mouse or keypad not working
 Screen is blank
 Sound is not working
 An application is running slowly
 An application is frozen
 All programs and applications run slowly
 Computer is frozen
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7. Next Steps
Intellectual Output 3: Digital Assessment Tool: Building the on-line assessment tool and procedures for self-audit skills and external evaluation in
close link with the Open Badges.

Eco-system of OPEN BADGES
Open Badges provide portable and verifiable information about digital skills and achievements. Low skilled seniors can unlock opportunities by
sharing collections of badges representing desired skill sets in a dynamic, evidence-based way. Open Badges represent legitimate, authenticated
achievements, described within badge and linked to the SeniorsGoDigital project.
To summarise:









SeniorsGoDigital consortium creates badges and makes it available for earning via the Moodle Platform
Low skilled seniors are invited to register in the platform and take the course(s) of the Seniors Go Digital programme
The platform listing indicates the criteria for earning the badge
Low digital skilled seniors should provide evidence against the badge criteria
Low digital skilled seniors should claim a badge, including evidence, against badge criteria
The evaluator (assigned by Low skilled seniors consortium) decides whether or not to award the badge to the earner ad contacts them
If the badge is awarder, the issuer creates a badge assertion
Issuer optionally offers to let the earner push their badge to the Mozilla backpack

The SeniorsGoDigital consortium that accept badges and offer opportunities of upskilling the digital skills of primary school teachers in exchange,
play a critical role in the ecosystem. Through this process Open Badges can be turned into new collaborations, jobs, internships, and richer
connections between lifelong learners.
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The consortium has decided to divide each Digital Competence into Topics. For each Digital Competence can be awarded maximum one Open
Badges to the low-skilled seniors who completes successfully the Digital Competence, one per each level. An additional Open Badge will be
awarded for the completion of all 5 Digital Competences (SeniorsGoDigital Open Badge). Thus, in total 6 Open Badges should be developed.
The following aspects will be analysed in the template provided below per Module.
• Name of the OB
• Design of OB (image visualisation)
• Main Objective: A description of the Open Badge related to the topic
• Learning Outcomes: Linked to the benchmark indicators of the Framework
• Assessment Criteria: The criteria to be used to assess whether the learning outcomes of all levels have been achieved and whether the set of
skills and competences of all levels have been acquired by the young people
• Evidence: The proof and the evidence of the acquired skills will have to be specified here, i.e. quiz grade, task (link, photo, video) etc.
• Issued by: In this section the issuer of the Open Badge is specified, by the SeniorsGoDigital Consortium.

In the next page the Internet Module is given as an example
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Online Safety
Main objective:
This module provides information on different aspects of safety with regard to data protection,
the evaluation of online information and secure online communication.
Issued by: Expert
Learning Outcomes

Criteria

Evidence

Summary of learning outcomes based on the main
topics of Module 1 – Internet are:
1.1 Internet Security

Quizzes:

Pass the quiz

1.2 Data and Information Risks

Tasks:

Complete the task

1.3 Social Media privacy settings
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APPENDIX A: Checklist for the Course Creator and the Educator concerning the
Teaching Material and equipment used
CHECKLIST
Teaching Material
During the training
Actions
Checklist
Actions
Checklist
Avoid
fluorescent
Seniors need to be
☐
☐
colours in the text.
able to adjust the
brightness
and
contrast of the
display.
Avoid blues and greens.
Seniors need to
☐
☐
have the ability to
adjust the cursor
blink speed and
width.
The colour of the text
Avoid fluorescent
☐
☐
must be different from
colours in the text.
its background. Also
colours used to convey
information
on
diagrams, maps, and
other types of images
must
be
distinguishable.
Clicking and tapping
Avoid blues and
☐
☐
controls must be large
greens.
enough for people to
activate them.

Practical
Actions
Checklist
The screen needs
☐
to
be
large.
Preferable
flatscreen (17 inches).
Seniors need to be
able to adjust the
brightness
and
contrast of the
display.
Increase the size of
the icons and font
size of the text.

☐

Seniors need to
have the ability to
adjust the cursor
blink speed and
width.

☐
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It is better the text to
be to the point and
specific for their
concentration and
memory.

☐

The colour of the
text
must
be
different from its
background.
Also
colours used to
convey information
on diagrams, maps,
and other types of
images must be
distinguishable.
Microsoft provides
users
with
the
SoundSentry.

☐

Microsoft provides
users with the
SoundSentry, which
helps seniors with
reduced vision to
see system sounds.

☐

It is better not to use
large blocks of bold and
underlined text as it
makes difficult for the
seniors to read it and to
comprehend it.
Use static menu instead
of fly-out/pull down
menus.

☐

☐

Provide adjustable
chairs.

☐

☐

Microsoft provides
users
with
the
StickyKeys.

☐

☐

It is better pop-up
windows to show the
entire text.
Within the text, it is
important for senior to
be given previous/next
links
to
assist
navigation.

☐

Microsoft provides
the FilterKeys.

☐

Eye Tracking
instead of using
mouse and
keyboard.
Replace mouse
with trackball.

☐

Clicking and tapping
controls must be
large enough for
people to activate
them.

☐

☐

It is easy for seniors not
to have ‘double clicks’.

☐

☐

The size of the text is
best to be 12-14pt.

☐

Seniors need classes
to be small and of
manageable length
(two hours, with a
break in between).
Due
to
their
reduced
short

On-screen
keyboards provide
an image of a
standard or
modified keyboard
on the computer
screen.
Microsoft provides
users with the
StickyKeys.

Microsoft provides
the FilterKeys.

☐

☐
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It is best to use a sans
serif font.

☐

Avoid text in all
capitals.

☐

Use increased line
spacing.

☐

It is better the text to
be written dark on light
background.

☐

Avoid
scrolling.

horizontal

☐

Any links should be

☐

memory, they need
lots of repetition,
questions
to
determine the level
of retention and
hands-on practice.
Seniors need time
to understand the
new information, to
process and to
assimilate concepts.

Avoiding
overly
complex sentences
and jargon. Clear
layout and design.
Content must be
easy for seniors.
It is better the text
to be to the point
and specific for their
concentration and
memory.
It is better not to
use large blocks of
bold and underlined
text as it makes
difficult for the
seniors to read it
and to comprehend
it.
Use static menu
instead
of
flyout/pull
down
menus.
It is better pop-up

☐

Explaining
the
advantages
of
participating
this
course and how
they can use this
new knowledge in
practice.
Match seniors with
a class that will help
them but not be
stressful for them.

☐

☐

Use static menu
instead
of
flyout/pull
down
menus.

☐

☐

It is better pop-up
windows to show
the entire text

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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blue and underlined in
order to be easily
identified.
Provide captions for
videos and images.

Ensure links change
colour after visit.
Use short sentences
and paragraphs.

windows to show
the entire text.
☐

☐
☐

☐

Within the text, it is
important for senior
to
be
given
previous/next links
to assist navigation.
Avoid horizontal
scrolling.
Any links should be
blue and underlined
in order to be easily
identified.
Use short sentences
and paragraphs.

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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APPPENDIX B: Checklist for the educator concerning the training
CHECKLIST FOR ADULT EDUCATORS
Before the training
During the training
Actions
Checklist
Actions
Establish participants' experience and
Speak loudly, clearly and use
☐
life level and readiness to learn new
simple terminology.
things.
Treat seniors as persons with
Proper lighting and maintain a
☐
intelligence and ability to learn.
comfortable temperature will
enhance seniors learning.
Before starting any course, adult
Environmental noises need to be
☐
educators need to make suggestions
reduced.
how this course will improve their life.
The teaching materials need to be
Have a break when the seniors feel
☐
suitable to seniors’ abilities.
tired or stressed.
It will be helpful for seniors to have
Break topics into small parts.
☐
practice times before or after each
class in order to consolidate the
knowledge.
Break topics into small parts.
Provide feedback on every step.
☐
Provide feedback on every step.

☐

Avoid examinations or challenges as
this will create stress for seniors.

☐

Change computer terminology in terms
that make sense to seniors such as
instruct seniors to locate the pictures
rather than the icon.
Encourage seniors to ask questions.

☐

Older adults prefer and learn better
when presented with single-theory
courses.

☐

☐

Checklist
☐

☐

☐

☐
☐

☐

Avoid examinations or challenges
as this will create stress for seniors.
Change computer terminology in
terms that make sense to seniors
such as instruct seniors to locate
the pictures rather than the icon.
Encourage
seniors
to
ask
questions.

☐

Older adults prefer and learn
better when presented with singletheory courses.

☐
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APPENDIX C: Set of Guidelines for teaching material content
Page 1: Cover Page
Page 2: Project information
Page 3: Table of Content
*Total number of pages: <50

SET OF GUIDELINES
Use of Headings
 For Heading 1 use: Calibri, size 16, capital letters, bold, Colour black
For Heading 1 use numbering, e.g. 1. Basic Internet Concepts
 For Heading 2 use: Calibri, size 14, bold, Colour black
For Heading 2 use numbering (1 decimal): e.g. 1.1. Definitions
 For Heading 3 use: Calibri, size 14, Colour black
 For Heading 4 use: Calibri, size 12, Italic, Colour black
 For the (main) text use: Calibri, size 12, Colour black
Main text
Calibri, size 12, Colour black
Alignment: Justify
Line Spacing: 1.5
Add paragraph spacing: 1 extra line
Margins
Moderate: Top Bottom 2.54cm Left Right 1.27cm
Use of bold text
When using words such as:
Definition:
Aim:
Objective:
Step:
Or any keywords within the main text
Use of Underline text
When referring to important terms within the main text
The WWW is ….
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Use of Italics text
When giving an example or an abbreviation or a quotation
For example/instance, e.g., i.e., etc.
Use of numbering
Number alignment left
a. This is a numeric list example
b.
Use of bullets under numeric list, if needed
Default bullet points:
a. This is a numeric list example
 This is a bullet point example.
Image:
Alignment: Centre
Add Caption
e.g. [screenshot]
Figure 1: XXX at the bottom
Recommended size image (full screen):
Use of steps
(WikiHow style: https://www.wikihow.com/Prepare-To-Teach-a-Course)
Title – bold text
Step number + step title (indentation)
Image
Short description, if needed
e.g. How to create a new account
(indentation)STEP 1: Open the browser
[screenshot]
[short description]
STEP 2: Visit the following address:
[screenshot]
[short description]
and so on…
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Use of links
Please add a short title/description (bold) and add the hyperlink into the text
e.g. Facebook: www.facebook.com
Use of quotes
Use “” and italics text and name of Author
e.g. “This is a quote example” - Steve Jobs
Refer to other modules
Please check module “Safety”, Section 1.3, p.13-15
Use of references
Harvard APA Style
Please advice:
https://www.city.ac.uk/data/assets/pdf_file/0017/77030/portsmouth_harvard_guide.pdf
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